Time for a Christmas countdown! With a little over a week to go ulta3 has put together four fun Christmas nail art
looks that are sure to put you into the holiday spirit. Featuring 6 popular ulta3 basic nail colours: Black Satin, Scarlet,
Frog Prince, Lily White, Gold Rush Fever, Silver Grey and four of our newest ulta3 glitter polishes Pot of Gold, Twinkle
Toes, Disco Fever and Luck of the Irish.
Not into nail art? Not to worry! ulta3 has a huge range of colours from basic red, pink and purple to more modern
pastel, neon and glitter shades so you are sure to find any colour to suit your fashion obsession. Best of all is that ulta3
won’t break the bank! At only $2 a pop ulta3 nail polish is affordable fashion for everyone.

CANDY CANE NAILS
SHADES
Scarlet
Disco Fever
Lily White

TOOLS
Scotch tape

STEPS-

To create this delicious candy cane style nail art, start by applying 1 coat of ulta3 nail
colour in Scarlet on your entire nail. Once dry, add 1 coat of ulta3 nail colour in Disco
Fever. Wait until both layers are completely dry before the next step! Cut two thin
strips of scotch tape, and place them diagonally across the nail, one a little higher than
the other. Press the tape down firmly so that the polish does not bubble. Paint the
entire nail with a coat of ulta3 nail colour in Lily White. While the polish is still wet, take
the tape off by sliding it from one edge to the other. Once everything is dry, finish your
Christmas Candy Cane manicure with ulta3 Non Chip nail polish for a perfect finish!

CHRISTMAS GLITTER
SHADES
Silver Grey
Luck of the Irish
Disco Fever

TOOLS
Makeup sponge

STEPS-

For this glamorous Christmas glitter look, start by applying 2 coats of ulta3 nail colour in
Silver Grey. Once dry, using the makeup sponge, dab a small amount of ulta3 nail
colour in Luck of the Irish on the nail, starting from the cuticle working towards the end
of the nail. Use your sponge again to apply a small amount of ulta3 nail colour in Disco
Fever over the top. Keep repeating until you have your perfect colour combo! Seal your
Christmas manicure look with one coat of ulta3 Non Chip polish.

SANTA’S BELT
SHADES
Scarlet
Black Satin
Gold Rush Fever

TOOLS
Scotch tape
Tooth pick

STEPS

Turn on your Christmas cheer this year by creating these cute as a button Santa Belt
looks! Begin with applying two coats of the ulta3 nail colour in Scarlet and let the colour
dry. Then, take ulta3 nail colour in black satin and paint a thin line near the end of the
nail for Santa’s Belt! For the buckle, place four small dots of ulta3 nail colour in Gold
Rush Fever in a square and connect them using your toothpick. Let everything dry, and
finish with a single coat of ulta3 Non Chip polish!

CHRISTMAS TREE SPIRIT
SHADES
Scarlet
Frog Prince
Pot of Gold

Tools
Scotch Tape
Tooth Pick

STEPS

Light up your Christmas tree this year with ulta3 style! Start by applying one coat of
Scarlet. Once this has dried, place two strips of tape on the nail, from the centre of the
cuticle to each of the corners of the nail end. This will leave a triangle shape free to
paint your Christmas tree! Make sure you press the tape down firmly so that the next
colours don't puddle. Apply one coat of Frog Prince to the triangle, and once dry, apply a
coat of Twinkle Toes. Let Twinkle Toes dry and finally paint on your one coat of Pot of
Gold. Remove the tape strips starting from the corner. Using the toothpick apply your
finishing touch with a dot of Gold Rush Fever for the star! Finally, protect your Christmas
And there you have it! Four, fun Christmas nail designs that are easy to achieve at home. ulta3 is Australia’s number one
nail polish brand, selling 4.6 million units* per year! The extensive range, containing classics through to key trends has
something for everyone. Set at a price suitable for all, these salon quality, long lasting enamels are a must have in any
beauty bag. ulta3 is an ever-growing, well established, full category cosmetic brand operating within the impulse market.

*CTFA 2011 All Channels unit sales

For Stockist information - 1800 181 040
For further information and product samples please contact:
Bethany Hughes - PR Coordinator
T - (03) 8545 7127
E - bethanyh@heatgroup.com.au

The Heat Group distributes leading cosmetic and accessory brands, Max Factor, COVERGIRL, Bourjois, ulta3, Billie Goat Soap
and essence, MUD and Warner Bros. and is recognised as one of Australia’s most successful entrepreneurial companies.
Founded in 2000, Heat prides itself on its unique company culture and sums this up in four words given to it by the Heat team:
creative dynamic, passionate, smart. To learn more about Heat go to:
www.heatgroup.com.au

